
Meet a Timber Harvester  
Paul Davis and his family live in Oakham, MA 

Landowners have many different goals for their woods, 

including income, aesthetics, wildlife habitat, 

recreation, and more. Paul feels most successful when 

he can help landowners balance these different goals 

and think long-term about their woodlands. He orients 

his work around this perspective which is reflected in 

the company motto. 

A typical job ranges from  

            

Despite working  ten to 

fifteen  jobs per year and 

having         

of experience, Paul is 

always investing in new 

technology and looking 

towards the future of 

timber harvesting.  

Paul Davis grew up working at his father’s sawmill and 

started his own harvesting company when 

he turned twenty years old. Forward Enterprise Inc.  

now employs                           including Jaaz (Paul’s son) 

and Tori (Paul’s wife). Tori handles the bookkeeping, 

insurance, and a software program that projects their 

income and expenses for each job.  

Unique to Forward Enterprise is the use of a debarker on site which means Paul can produce 

a clean wood chip that is immediately ready for a local wood pellet manufacturer to process 

into a premium heating fuel. The bark and brush are returned to the woods to feed the soil 

and prevent erosion. Paul takes care to follow best management practices  and  protect          

wetlands, residual tree stands, and stream crossings.  

8 people, 

25 to 300 acres. 

30+  years 

“Reaching for the 

Future with Renewable 

Resources” 



Recreation... 

Levi is always eager 

to join his dad and 

older brother out in 

the woods.  

The family is active in their faith and 

travels widely through the U.S. and 

abroad doing relief work.  This spring, 

Tori travelled to Florida to help 

rebuild from the most recent 

hurricane.  

Sierra, a plumbing 

apprentice, is also a 

talented designer 

and created  the 

company logo. 

The Davis Family loves to spend time outdoors skiing, snowboarding, windsurfing, hiking, and 

fishing. The kids often join their dad while he is on job. Levi, in second grade, and Jamin, at 

Smith Vocational School, both play the guitar. The family also uses wood every day. They heat 

their home with a wood boiler and built their home using reclaimed telephone poles.  
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